
Unique Translation Services 

Translation at its BEST   



Who are we?

 We are Unique Translation Services located in 
New Delhi, India. 

 My team and I have 9 years of experience in 
providing language translation, transcription, 
digitization, voice over, subtitling, content 
management and content writing. 

 We work on more than 300+  pairs of 
languages. 

 We proudly boast of timely delivery of all our 
projects and happy clients because of an 
extensive team of more than 3000 freelancers’ 
team working with us 



What we do?

 Translation

 Transcription

 Subtitles

 Digitization

 Content Writing

 Data/Content Management

(contd.)



What we do? (contd.)

 We have experts in the field of 

◦ Technology (technical), medical, finance, 
economics, literary, marketing, political, legal, 
articles, linguistics, agriculture, electronics, 
general, tourism, human resources, military, 
chemicals, military devices, administrative, 
petrochemicals, insurance and insurance 
policies, computer software/hardware, 
computer games, commerce, website 
localization, press releases, marketing, data 
entry



Services We Provide

TRANSLATION

◦ (Text to Text) Reading from the source document in one 
language and typing in target (desired) language. 

◦ Transcription Translation – Listening to audio/video files in 
one language (source language) and typing the text in the 
target (another) language. 

TRANSCRIPTION (Audio/Video to Text) 

◦ Listening to an audio/video file and typing the text in the 
same language. 

SUBTITLING (Conversion of Video to Text with 
timeline)

◦ Watching a video and typing the text with start and end time 
for each dialogue in the target or source language. 
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Services We Provide (contd.)

DIGITIZATION 

Converting format of any text, audio, video to a 
more compatible and compact format for a 
particular electronic device. 

DATA DESIGNING 

Copy raw data and arranging the same in desired 
database by using latest tools of PHOTOSHOP 

VOICE OVER 

Providing Audio for audio visual data in another 
language or same language with lip sync to perfection
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Services We Provide (contd.)

CONTENT WRITING 

Our freelancers are a bunch of talented people. 
They write creative content for our clients on the 
topics given by them. The content is usually for 
used by clients for their Websites, business blogs, 
press releases, public announcements, public 
awareness campaigns etc. 

CONTENT MANAGEMENT 

We manage data for many client. The client has a   
huge load of data on their websites, but, they want 
some updates and also want the data to be managed 
in a better way. We do the same and also help them 
to get the updates through in timely manner.



Our USPs

 Using Native Freelancers to work on their 
native languages. 

 Using freelancers who are domain experts 
in their particular fields.

 Translation in Rare and Odd language 
pairs.

 Timely and quality delivery to our clients.

 Keeping commitments made to our clients



Our Clients

 Indian Government

 Lawyers from Australia, Asia, America 
and South East Asia

 High Court and Supreme Court of India 
lawyers

 Novelists / Authors

 Governments of many countries for their 
press releases, public announcements, 
matter related to public welfare



Contact Us
You can contact us at: -

Mobile and WhatsApp: +91 8076-80-4249

Email: uniquetranslationservices81@gmail.com

Skype: uniquetranslationservices81@gmail.com 

Visit us at : -

https://unique-translation-services.ueniweb.com/

Follow us on: -

https://www.facebook.com/deepak.kaul.12177
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